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Abstract: Flow characteristics of spirally coiled tubes in terms of their secondary flow and pressure drop are investi-

gated. Four spirally coiled tubes with different curvature ratios; under constant wall temperature, are numerically 

simulated. In the system, water is entering the innermost turn and flows out at the outermost turn. To build the numer-

ical model, a finite volume method with an unstructured grid system is employed for solving the Navier-Stokes equa-

tions system. Correspondingly, the standard k–ε turbulence model is employed to predict the flow development. 

Here, the mass flow rate in the spirally coiled tube is set to vary within the range 0.03-0.12 kg/s. The numerically ob-

tained data of the pressure drop in the spiral coils are put side by side the experimental data reported in the literature. 

A close agreement is observed between the experimental data and the results of this study. Based on the results, a 

new correlation is proposed for predicting the pressure drop in horizontal spiral coils. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Spiral coils are regularly used curved tubes, 

which have been utilized in a wide variety of engi-

neering applications such as heating, refrigerating 

systems, HVAC systems, steam generator and con-

densers in power plants and chemical reactors. In a 

curved tube, because of the differences between the 

inertial and centrifugal forces, a secondary flow 

originates in the cross section of the pipe. The heat 

transfer and flow developments in these tubes sig-

nificantly depend on the performance of the in-

duced secondary flow. 

Flow and heat transfer in spiral pipes with circu-

lar or rectangular cross-section has been a topic of 

important fundamental engineering interests during 

the past decades. Orlov and Tselishchev (1964), 

illustrated an experimental research on heat transfer 

from spiral and helical coils with a turbulent water 

flow. They proposed a correlation to predict the 

inside heat transfer coefficient of spiral coils. 

Ho et al. (1995 & 1999) employed correlations 

of the tube-side and air-side heat transfer coeffi-

cients to define the thermal functioning of the spi-

ral-coil heat exchanger under cooling and dehumid-

ifying conditions. Experimental benchmarks were 

evaluated to verify the results. Nakayama et al. 

(2000), studied the cooling potentialities of a fluid 

fluxing through a spiral coil, which was drowned in 

a cold water container. Accordingly, an axisymmet-

ric mathematical scheme was invented and pro-

posed to assess the temperature of the fluid in a 

spiral coil and that of the surface of the coil. 

Naphon and Wongwises (2002), reported an exper-

imental survey on in-tube convective heat transfer 

coefficients in a spiral coil heat exchanger. The heat 

exchanger was made of six layers of homocentric 

spirally coiled tubes, each with five turns. The ef-

fects of relevant parameters were investigated. They 

proposed a novel formula based on their experi-

mental data to simulate and predict in-tube heat 

transfer coefficient of spiral coils. Naphon and 

Wongwises (2003 & 2005), modified the mathe-

matical model of Ho et al. (1995), by considering 

the fin efficiency and using the other accessible 

heat transfer coefficient correlations to prescribe the 

flow characteristics and heat transfer attributes of 

spiral coil tube heat exchanger subjected to wet-

surface environment. The relevant parameters on 

the performance of the heat exchanger were dis-

cussed.  

Naphon and Suwagrai (2007), experimentally 

and numerically investigated the heat transfer and 

flow developments in the horizontal spirally coiled 

tubes. They compared the heat transfer and pressure 

drop of a spirally coiled tube side by side those 

from the straight ones and compared them.  It was 

revealed that because of the existence of centrifugal 

force, the pressure drop and Nusselt number ac-

quired from the spirally coiled tube were 1.49, 1.50 

times higher than the ones obtained from the 

straight tube, respectively. Mittal et al. (2009), 

using a mathematical model investigated the adia-

batic flow of a refrigerant fluid through a spiral 

capillary tube making use of a homogenous model 

together with the metastable liquid. Lee et al. 

(2010), considered the air-side heat transfer proper-

ties of spiral-type circular fin-tube heat exchangers 

used as evaporators in household refrigerators. 

Moreover, Yoo et. al. (2012), numerically investi-

gated the flow characteristics of spirally coiled 

tubes making use of the state of the art Fluent CFD 

package. Different geometries with various Reyn-

olds numbers were evaluated and was concluded 

that the Reynolds number following with the 

Nusselt number and friction factor have a stronger 
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effect compared to the curvature ratio of the spirally 

coiled tubes. 

Though some investigations have been per-

formed on performance and in-tube heat transfer of 

spiral coils, no thorough work has been reported on 

the pressure drop. The objective of this study is to 

obtain a correlation to determine the pressure drop 

for the steady state flow in horizontal spiral coils. 

GEOMETRY OF SPIRALLY COILED TUBES 

A scheme of a typical spirally coiled tube is 

presented in Figure 1. In this figure, b is the coil 

pitch and Rmin and  Rmax are the minimum and 

maximum curvature radii, respectively. The 

curvature radius of a spiral coil, Rc, is defined as: 

min max

2
c

R R
R


  (1) 

 

Figure 1. Schematic of a spiral coil 

The geometrical specifications of the four coils 

that were used in the numerical study are given in 

Table 1. 

Table 1. Coil Dimensions 

Coil 
Rmax 

(mm) 

Rmin 

(mm) 

dt 

(mm) 

b 

(mm) 

1 250 100 10 50 

2 200 125 10 25 

3 172 82 8.025 18 

4 136 82 8.025 18 

 

MODEL DESCRIPTION  

Governing Equations 

The standard k–ε model is utilized to simulate 

the turbulent flow and heat transfer developments. 

Here, the governing equations are based on the 

conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. A 

state of the art CFD code is employed, which uses 

the finite volume method to transfer the continuous 

equations into discretized ones by integration of the 

governing equation over the control volumes and 

eventually solve the linearized equations. The 

governing equations are defined as: 
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where t is time, ui is the i-th component of the 

Reynolds averaged velocity, xi the i-th axis (with 

the axis x3 vertical and oriented upward), ρ is the 

water density, P is the Reynolds averaged pressure 

and g is the acceleration due to gravity.  

In a Newtonian fluid ij is calculated as 

follows:  
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The non-equilibrium wall-function treatment 

was adopted and the standard k-ε turbulence model, 

as the most robust, economical, reasonably accurate 

and long accumulated performance data, was 

included in the equations system.  

The turbulent kinetic energy k, and the turbulent 

kinetic energy dissipation ε, are coupled to the main 

governing equations via the turbulent viscosity 

relation. Here, the equation for k contains additional 

turbulent fluctuation terms that are unidentified. 

Using the bossiness assumption, these fluctuation 

terms can be linked to the mean flow. 
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where U is the velocity vector, Eij is the mean 

rate of deformation tensor, C1ε and C2ε are con-

stants, and typical values of 1.44 and 1.92 are used. 

In these equations, the Prandtl number σk connects 

the diffusivity of k to the eddy viscosity and nor-

mally a value of 1.0 is used. Moreover, the Prandtl 

number σε connects the diffusivity of ε to the eddy 
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viscosity and generally a value of 1.30 is used 

(Seyedashraf and Akhtari, 2016). 

Boundary Conditions 

The boundary conditions implemented in this 

study are as follows: the water inlet is defined as 

velocity-inlet, outflow boundary conditions are 

used to model the flow exit; since the details of the 

flow velocity and pressure are not known prior to 

solution of the flow problem. Additionally, the no-

slip wall boundary condition in conjunction with a 

constant wall temperature Tw, as the thermal bound-

ary condition was imposed on the spirally coiled 

tube wall. 

Initial Conditions 

At the inlet boundary condition, the uniform 

profiles of all the properties are considered, as fol-

lows: 

,  0,  0,  ,  in in inu u v w k k      

  

(8) 

The turbulent kinetic energy kin, and the turbu-

lent kinetic energy dissipation εin, at the inlet sec-

tion are approximated from the turbulent intensity I, 

and a turbulent characteristics length L, as follows: 
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The turbulence characteristic length L, is set to 

0.07r (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 1995). 

Numerical Modeling 

The three-dimensional flow domain was divided 

into numbers of non-overlapping unstructured mesh 

with 505112 hexahedral segments and 527175 

nodes. Out of different possible meshing schemes, 

the chosen form is suitable for both accuracy and 

the time duration of the convergence. The unstruc-

tured non-uniform grid system is shown in Figure 

2. 

The employed CFD code uses the finite volume 

method in conjunction with a coupling technique, 

which simultaneously discretizes and solves trans-

port equations in the whole domain through a false 

time-step algorithm. Convection terms are lineari-

zed using third order monotone upstream centered 

scheme for conservation law (MUSCL) (Van Leer, 

1976). The linearized system of equations is pre-

conditioned in order to reduce eigen-values to the 

same order of magnitude. Pressure-implicit with 

splitting of operators (PISO) method was employed 

to deal with the problem of velocity and pressure 

coupling (Oliveira and Issa, 2001). PISO methods 

incorporate pressure effect through momentum 

equations into the continuity equation to obtain 

correction equations for pressure.  

 

Figure 1. Grid form used to perform the computa-

tions. 

2500 iterations for each simulation was reached 

in this study for a full convergence. The unstructu-

red grid approach here has significantly enhanced 

the speed of convergence. 

The conditions that were used in numerical 

study are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Employed variables in the CFD analysis 

Variable Range 

Inlet water temperature, K 293 

Wall temperature, K 320 

Water flow rate, kg/s 0.03-0.12 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A numerical study for flow fields was conduct-

ed on a horizontal spiral coil, using water as the 

working fluid. Comparing the numerically obtained 

results it was concluded that the finite volume 

method in conjunction with the standard k-ε turbu-

lence model has the capability of capturing specific 

flow behaviors in spiral coils. Figure 3 shows the 

development of axial velocity at different cross-

sections (φ= 90°, 180°, 360°, 720°) for coil #1 at 

Re=38500. As depicted in this figure, when the 

axial distance is small, the secondary flow would 

become weak. Due to the effect of centrifugal forc-

es, the flow in the core of the pipe begins to be 

forced to the outer section of the bend. Moreover, 

as the φ parameter increases, the secondary velocity 

enhances and the high axial velocity zone shifts to 

the outer side, as shown in this figure.  
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Figure 3. Velocity fields and vectors of water flow 

in a spirally coiled tube and different sections: 

(a)φ=90°, (b)φ=180°, (c)φ =360°, (d)φ =720° 

 

Accordingly, the form of the secondary flow 

would depend on the axial distance from the inlet 

section. Figure 4 demonstrates the longitudinal 

pressure contours along the tube. 

 

 
Figure 4. Pressure contours (pa). 

 

 

 

 

 

Analysis of the Numerical Data 

For flow in spiral coils, pressure drop ΔP, as a 

dependent variable, depends on the independent 

variables of the fluid properties (ρ and μ), the inlet 

velocity (u), and the parameters of the coil geome-

try (Rmin, Rmax, b, dt). Thus: 

min max( , , , , , , )tP f u R R b d  
 (10) 

To obtain a correlation for pressure drop in spi-

ral coils the form EuG =αReβ, which is the same 

form as that of Hagen–Poiseuille law 

Eu(d/L)=16/Re, and Blasius resistance law 

Eu(d/L)=0.0791Re−0.25, has been used. Where Eu= 

∆P/(0.5ρu2) is the Euler number and G is some 

geometrical dimensionless group, which depends 

on the geometry of the coil. This form of correla-

tion has been used by some researchers for pressure 

drop in helical and spiral coils (Shaukat and Sesha-

dri, 1971, Shaukat and Zaidi, 1979, Srinivasan, et 

al. 1968, Ramana and Sadasivudu, 1974, Dyke, 

1978). 

Shaukat (2001) developed a correlation for 

pressure drop in helical coil tubes, as follows: 

1/5  0. 0,09 10 0EuGrhc Re Re    (11) 

where Grhc is an appropriate geometrical pa-

rameter of helical coil. 

Since the flow patterns; due to secondary flow 

of spiral coils are similar to those of helical coils, in 

this study, the pressure drop predicting correlation 

is considered as follow: 

1/5EuG Re    (12) 

in which the power of Reynolds number is con-

sidered to be similar to the correlation of Shaukat 

(2001). In Eq. (12) the geometrical dimensionless 

parameter G, must be defined for a spiral coil. 

Based on the numerical results attempts were 

made to obtain the best correlation for G, resulted 

in a relationship as follows: 

0.757 1.252max min

max min

0.007( ) ( )tR R d
G

R R b
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Therefore, Eq. (12) can be written as: 

0.757 1.252 1/5max min

max min

( ) ( ) 142.86RetR R d
Eu

R R b

   
 

 

 

7000 17000Re   (14) 

The predicted results for pressure drop in hori-

zontal spiral coiled tubes are compared with the 

experimental data presented by Naphon and Su-

wagrai (2007). Figure 5 indicates the computed 

pressure drop against the respective experimental 

values.  
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Figure 5. The Euler number computed by CFD (Eq. 14) against the experimental values of Naphon and Su-

wagrai (2007). 

As it can be observed from the figure, there is a 

reasonable agreement between the numerical and 

experimental values. The largest discrepancies are 

obtained for the large mass flow rates, correspond-

ing to the largest Reynolds number. The average 

and maximum deviations of Eq. (14) with the ex-

perimental data for the coil 3 and 4 (Table 1) are 

6.27% and 11.05% respectively. 
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